Abstract: Nonlinearity plays a critical role in the intra-cavity dynamics of high-pulse energy fiber lasers. Management of the intra-cavity nonlinear dynamics is the key to increase the output pulse energy in such laser systems. Here, we examine the impact of the order of the intra-cavity elements on the energy of generated pulses in the all-normal dispersion mode-locked ring fiber laser cavity. In mathematical terms, the nonlinear light dynamics in resonator makes operators corresponding to the action of laser elements (active and passive fiber, out-coupler, saturable absorber) non-commuting and the order of their appearance in a cavity important. For the simple design of all-normal dispersion ring fiber laser with varying cavity length, we found the order of the cavity elements, leading to maximum output pulse energy.
Introduction
The classical theory of mode-locked lasers based on the distributed models such as HausGinzburg-Landau equation assumes small fractional variations of pulse characteristics during the propagation through the cavity elements and, effectively, additive summation of changes over one transit of the resonator (see, e.g., [1] - [4] and references therein). However, in many modern high power or high intensity ultra-short pulse lasers generated field parameters, such as e.g., phase and bandwidth, are changed substantially during one round trip in the resonator, therefore, different theoretical treatment is required. The adequate theoretical approach in this case is the Poincare mapping over one round trip applied to transit intra-cavity dynamics [5] - [9] . The overall change of the field properties over the round trip b T RT is a result of consecutive transformations at each element: b T RT ¼ c T 1 c T 2 c T 3 c T 4 . . .. Here c T k denotes a complex transfer function (acting of the light envelope field) of various in-cavity elements, such as passive and active fiber, out-coupler, saturable absorber, optical filter, and so on. The overall resonator transfer operator b T RT governs the radiation Aðt Þ transformation after one round trip evolution:
In the simplest case, an asymptotic (steady-state) shape of a generated pulse corresponds to a stable point of the Poincare mapping: A nþ1 ¼ b T RT A n ¼ expðiÃÞA n . One of the practically important challenges related to mode-locked lasers is generation of high pulse energy in the oscillator. This can be achieved by different means (see, e.g., references [4] , [10] - [22] and literature and discussions therein). In particular, increase of the fiber laser cavity length to kilometer scale was actively studied in recent years as a method to generate high energy pulses [12] - [14] , [16] - [19] . In general, the output pulse energy in mode-locked lasers depends on many variables that include the characteristics of intra-cavity devices, such as active/passive fibers, the saturable absorber, the output coupler etc. Also for system with strong nonlinear intra-cavity dynamics, pulse energy depends on the arrangement of these elements in the resonator. In this paper, we quantify the impact of the order of the resonator elements on generated pulse energy, considering, as a particular, albeit important example, allnormal dispersion ring cavity fiber laser.
Theoretical Analysis of Configurations of All-Normal Fiber Lasers
Let us consider the typical laser scheme depicted in Fig. 1 . It is composed of the saturable absorber, passive and active fiber and the output coupler. To study impact of the order of cavity elements on generated pulse energy we, first, will examine different variants in which we change only the order of components while keeping all other parameters and characteristics the same. We compare pulse energy at the output of the system, right after out-coupler. Without loss of generality, we consider here the saturable absorber (SA) described by the standard simplified expression for the SA losses [9] qðt Þ ¼ q 0 1 þ Pðt Þ=P sat (1) where t is the local time retarded by the corresponding number of the round trip delay time with respect to the real time, qðt Þ is the SA saturating loss, q 0 is related to the modulation depth, P sat is the SA saturation power, and Pðt Þ is the pulse power at the SA input. The energy losses in the saturable absorber are found using the standard formula [9] :
The energy loss at the saturable absorber l SA is a functional of the power at the input of SA. This power, in turn, depends on the order the preceding elements.
Besides the configuration shown in Fig. 1 , there are five more possible schemes of ring fiber lasers with the same cavity components. Let us introduce the following notations for the key system parameters: the passive fiber length L P ; the passive fiber losses P (expressed in dB/km); the saturable absorber losses (dependent on SA input power) l SA ; the output coupler (OC) parameter R ¼ E OC =E in OC , where E OC is the energy that remains in the laser cavity after the output coupler (output energy is E out ¼ ð1 À RÞE in OC ); and E in OC is the energy before the coupler.
We will denote each cavity configuration as a sequence of the components as they are arranged in the cavity. The following notation is used: AF and PF stand for the active and passive fibers, respectively; SA denotes the saturable absorber; and OC stands for the output coupler. For example, in the configuration AF-PF-SA-OC, the active fiber is followed by a passive fiber, and it, in turn, is followed by a saturable absorber, etc. For the sake of clarity, each representation of the cavity configuration is terminated by the coupler, where we take the output pulse energy for comparison of different schemes.
Let us first compare different configurations qualitatively and then verify the conclusions through direct numerical modeling. The qualitative consideration is based on the assumption that pulse energy after active fiber should be about the same in all configurations. This is, evidently, not true in all lasers, but as we demonstrate below, this assumption is supported by comparison with direct numerical modeling. In a particular case when the passive fiber is absent, we have just two possible configurations: AF-SA-OC and SA-AF-OC. The SA losses are minimal when the SA input power is at maximum (1) . This means that it would be beneficial to place the saturable absorber right after the active fiber. Consequently, one can expect that the configuration AF-SA-OC (type 1) would generate the higher output energy than the configuration SA-AF-OC (type 2). It should be noted that the order of SA and OC in the cavity is important when the losses at the output coupler are large. In this case, the SA losses grow because of the saturation.
We would expect that the same arguments can be applied when the passive fiber is included and the order of the cavity devices leading to higher pulse energy is the one with the active fiber followed by a saturable absorber. Two configurations satisfy this condition: PF-AF-SA-OC and AF-SA-PF-OC. For the configuration PF-AF-SA-OC (1) E out ¼ E AF exp½Àl SA Á 0:1ln10 Á ð1 À RÞ, while for the configuration AF-SA-PF-OC (2) E out ¼ E AF exp½ðÀl SA À P L P Þ Á 0:1ln10 Á ð1 À RÞ.
Assuming that E AF is close in value [15] for the both considered schemes, we can conclude that configuration (1) should have the higher output pulse energy compared to (2), because of higher input power at SA element. We would like to stress again, that this is just a qualitative consideration based on the quite restrictive assumption, that yet has to be confirmed by direct numerical modeling.
The configuration AF-PF-SA-OC (3) should lead to the lower energy than (2), because SA losses l SA for (3) are larger than for (2). The configurations PF-SA-AF-OC, SA-AF-PF-OC, SA-PF-AF-OC can be ordered (in terms of expected output pulse energy) in a similar way. The expressions for the output pulse energy for each configuration are listed in Table 1 . The columns in Table 1 represent, from left to right, the configuration number, the scheme description and the expression for the corresponding output energy. Note that l SA is a functional of the SA input power. The configurations in Table 1 are given in a descending order of the output pulse energy values.
In case of a long cavity (i.e. when the passive fiber length increases) the distinction between each of six configuration may be substantial. On the contrary, for short cavities the following relations hold: 
Results of Numerical Simulation
Below we verify our qualitative analysis by the direct numerical modeling of the configurations listed in Table 1 . The mathematical modeling was based on the standard scalar nonlinear Schrödinger equation solved using split-step Fourier method and modified for the active fiber by [9] , [20] , [23] . In this model, we did not take into account the effect of nonlinear evolution of polarization; however, it is known [9] , [10] that the scalar model with properly adjusted effective saturable absorber (e.g., due to the nonlinear evolution of polarization) describes well properties of broad classes of lasers. We use the white Gaussian noise as an initial distribution. The details of modeling were described in [23] . The fiber laser parameters are presented in Table 2 .
The length of the laser cavity was varied in modeling from 2 meters (no passive fiber) to several kilometers. Fig. 2 depicts the output pulse energy dependence on the cavity length for the constant small signal gain g A L A ¼ 10:8 dB. We observe that the variation of the laser configuration from 6 to 1 increases the pulse energy from 0.11 nJ to 0.15 nJ in the case of the cavity length of 2 m, and from 7.7 nJ to 26.3 nJ for the cavity length of 2002 m. The observed energy saturation with increase of the cavity length for cases 4, 5, and 6 is due to increase of the overall saturable absorber losses. The observed order of the output energy values for different schemes agrees well with the qualitative analysis given above for each configuration listed in Table 1 . As one can see from Fig. 2 , the efficiency of the optimal configuration improves with the increase of the total cavity length. Note that our results are in line with the approaches to the optimization of different laser configuration used in practice (see, for example, [24] where similar design rules are applied to the laser cavity comprising negative and positive dispersion fiber spans and bulk polarization control elements). We would like to point out that the advantage of one scheme over the other is not only in terms of the output pulse energy. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of pulse shapes for configuration 1 from Table 1 and configuration 3 studied thoroughly in [23] . The generated pulse shapes for stable regimes are shown for the cavities with 2000 m (a) and 10 m (b) length of passive fiber. The insets in Fig. 3 depict the corresponding pulse spectra.
The pulse generated in scheme 1 reaches a smooth shape approximately after 6000 round trips, while the pulse generated in cavity 3 has noisy oscillation components even after 120 000 round trips [23] . The change of the laser configuration not only allows an increase in the output pulse energy, but also may lead to better quality (more coherent) pulses. This analysis will be presented in more details elsewhere. Fig. 4 depicts the root-mean square (RMS) pulse width dependence on the cavity length for configurations 1 (blue curve) and 3 (black curve). The black intervals show the variance of the results corresponding to different realizations of the initial noise distribution [23] . Figs. 3 and 4 demonstrate that configuration 1 allows one to generate shorter pulses with the higher pulse energy.
Before this point we considered the same small signal gain in the cavity. Now we relax this condition and study the generation of stable single pulses without assumption of the same total small signal gain. This means that pulse energy is limited only by the nonlinear effects and the requirement of the stable single pulse generation in each configuration. In this case, we consider a single pulse generation regime to be "stabilized" when the relative variation of emerging pulse energy does not exceed 10
À3 from one round trip to another, similar to [23] . Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the output pulse energy on the cavity length (now for the length is limited by 50 m, that is why the absolute output energies are smaller compared to Fig. 2 ) for configurations 1 and 3 with varying small signal gain that is limited by the requirement of the stable single-pulse generation. It can be seen that configuration 1 gives the higher output pulse energy for any considered cavity length. The numerically computed curves shown in Fig. 5 are in agreement with the theoretical expression derived in [15] with the value of small signal gain corresponding to the end of stable generation. We observe the improved steady-state generation range for scheme 1, which can be explained by the more efficient mode-locking for this optimal configuration. The numerical modeling results presented in Figs. 2 and 5 (for relatively short fiber length, up to 50 m) confirm our theoretical predictions. The efficiency of the optimal configuration is increasing even further with the increase of the total cavity length.
Conclusions
In this study, we have presented the theoretical analysis of optimal order of elements in the cavity of all-normal dispersion mode-locked fiber lasers. Given the results obtained above it can be concluded that to maximize the output energy for a system that contains a device that has larger losses for the smaller input power (e.g., saturable absorber), this device should be placed immediately after the gain medium and should be followed by the output coupler. Our results generalize previous research on optimal position of an optical filter in a cavity of all-normal dispersion fiber laser [25] .
The advantage of the optimal order of elements in a cavity becomes significant for fiber lasers with ultra-long resonators. For the simple design of all-normal dispersion ring fiber laser with varying cavity length we found the order of the cavity elements leading to maximum output pulse energy. It has been shown that to achieve the maximum output energy it is necessary to place the saturable absorber after the gain medium and, in turn, place the output coupler after the saturable absorber. The optimization of laser performance through right ordering of the cavity elements is applied to almost all laser systems where nonlinear intra-cavity light dynamics makes action of elements non-commuting. Of course, the presented theoretical analysis should be considered only as a first step in more accurate numerical and experimental optimization studies, due to complex nonlinear intra-cavity dynamics characteristic for high-energy pulse laser systems. Our approach can be generalized to dispersion-managed and more complex laser systems. Fig. 5 . Dependence of the output energy on the cavity length for configurations 1 (blue curve) and 3 (black curve) for the maximum small signal gain that allows one to achieve the stable single-pulse regime.
